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How do the Hamiltonian eigenstates participate in building a 
given (coherent) state?

Why is this interesting?

- The energy components (together the energy values) determine the evolution of the 
states.

- Allows to study in detail equilibration process and obtain valuable insights valid for 
closed quantum systems

- Why  do we use the Dicke Hamiltonian?
- Why do we use coherent states as initial states? 
- How do we measure the  participation of the Hamiltonian eigenstates?   



  

Why  do we use the 
Dicke Hamiltonian?
  

Experimentally accesible 
on different platforms
 

One of the simplest autonomous 
Hamiltonian (time independent) with 
regular and chaotic regimes.   
Excellent playground to test ideas.



  

Why do we use coherent states? 

1) Maximally localized quantum states in phase space  

J=30 J=100 J=3000

Husimi function



  

3) They allow to build a classical Hamiltonian (stationary phase approximation) 

The study of this classical model is an excelent guide for exploring the quantum version  

Energy surfaces

2) They are also well 
localized in energy 
space

Smoothed  Local Density of States 
(LDOS):

Gaussian distribution (except for states 
close to critical energies, GS or ESQTP) 



  

Regular to chaotic transition very well 
characterized...

E/J=-1.8

E/J=-1.5

E/J=-1.1

E/J=-0.5

Physical Review E 94 (2), 022209 (2016)



  

Participation ratio
 

Asymptotic value of the  survival probability

How do we measure the  participation of the Hamiltonian eigenstates? 

P
R
=1 if the state is a member of the 

basis

P
R
=D if the state is evenly distributed 

along the D elements of the basis

One of the 
simplest 
observable



  

RESULTS



  

Quantum participation ratio is sensitive to  classical structures

Classical results Quantum results

Poincaré sections Lyapunov 
exponents

Participation ratio 
of coherent states

Weak chaos,  
mixed phase 
space (regular 
and chaotic 
coexisting 
regions)

E/J=-1.5

Physical Review E 93 (2), 022215(2016) AIP Conf.Proc. 1950 (1), 030002(2018)



  

This is also reflected in the  components distribution (LDOS )and the dynamics of 
the survival probability

Low PR (regular) High PR (chaotic)

Periodical and decaying revivals Journ of Phys. A 51 (47), 475302 (2018)



  
T

H
 Heisenberg time (discrete 

spectrum resolved)

Regular case

Evolution of the Husimi function



  

Energies of the participating components:

- Gaussian distributed

- Follow a simple quantization rule

In terms of Jacobi theta function

σ

e
2  

measures 
the (small) 
deviation 
from a 
harmonic  
spectrum

Analytical expression

Only a small fraction of energy states participates

Decay time



  

The analytical expression matches perfectly 

the survival probability up to the Heisenberg 
time

 and is equal to the  classical Survival 
probability (Truncated Wigner Approximation)

Quantum 
fluctuations



  

In  more  general  regular  cases, the initial coherent state triggers the two 
degrees  of freedom 

E/J=-1.8

Several energy sequences with Gaussian distributed components

Interference 
terms between 
different energy 
sequences 



  

E/J=-1.8

Several energy sequences with Gaussian distributed components

Interference 
terms between 
different energy 
sequences 

...and also describes very well the survival probability 



  

 Chaotic region The participation ratio reveals some structures apparently absent 
in the classical limit

Where do the 
observed 
structures in the 
chaotic regions 
come from?

E/J=-1.1

E/J=-0.5

Classical results Quantum results

Poincaré sections
Participation ratio 
of coherent states

Hard chaotic



  

Initial state with a (relative) low participation ratio shows periodic revivals

LDOS at different resolutions Comb-like structure (Heller scarring detected)

quantum

classical

New Journal of Physics 22 (6), 063036(2020)



  

Random states show a dip below the saturation value, which is governed by GOE 
correlations: correlation hole  

GOE Two level form factor

correlation hole

Phys. Rev. E 100 (1), 012218(2020)

Random state LDOS



  

Initial state with a  high participation ratio NO revivals, NO comb-like structure

Random 
state

All the energy 
components 
participate. Ramp 
to saturation 
value described 
by GOE 
correlations



  

Most of the coherent states 
behave as random states at long 
times

The participation ratio of 
most coherent states is 
very similar to the 
participation ratio of 
random sates



  

Even for states with high PR, no comb-
like structure and no revivals, the Husimi 
function of the temporal average of its 
density matrix reveals a soft 
concentration around periodic orbits.  
 

Is there a way to detect this
 phase-space  scarring  from the  expectation value of an observable? Nat. Comm. in press (2021)



  

Final remarks

 Important insight obtained from studying energy 
participation ratio and survival probability of initial 
coherent states

                                  At regular regions

The survival probability can be classically  understood: 
the  major difference is observed  at times larger than 
Heisenberg time when the discrete nature of spectrum 
reveals in the form of  fluctuations around (1/P

R
).

                                  At chaotic regions 

-The quantum participation ratio uncovers structures 
associated to classical unstable periodic orbits.     

- Most of initial coherent states are random-like and  GOE 
correlations in the spectrum  determine their   final ramp 
toward the saturation value (1/P

R
)
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